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collection
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the ski
culture

avant propos

A ski brand forged in an uncompromised
spirit and aesthetic.
A non-conformist spirit
Black crows is, first of all, a story of friendship, between two freeride
skiers of Chamonix, Camille Jaccoux and Bruno Compagnet. Two
well-known figures from the world of free skiing, lovers of mountains
and adventure. This passion is reflected in the desire to find skis
adapted to their practice in the Mont-Blanc massif. Dissatisfied with
the skis offered on the market and thanks to their meeting with the
industrialist Christophe Villemin, they decided to release their own
model. From this idea was born black crows, and a ski, the Corvus,
created in 2006 and put on the market in 2007.
Today for this 15th collection (sic), Black Crows is still there for skiing,
this desire for exploration and discovery becomes a range of products
for all areas of free skiing: from randonnée to freeride, on ski run and
all terrain. For men, women, kids and all those who want to have fun
while skiing. Black crows in 2022 is all about skiing, an entirely new
technical textile collection, strongly directed to environmental concern,
through materials or places of production. And accessories, poles,
seal skins, ski bag and backpack. On the other hand, briefs, bras and
toothbrush, we still don’t.

Skiing is a culture a true way of life, a specific universe that forges
very strong relationships between persons and with the nature that
surrounds them. Winter after winter, Black Crows encourage people to
share this culture. Enjoy skiing.
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the new
vêtement

design introduction

A technical skin for skiers completely new.
This new black crows collection of ski clothing shows our determination
to combine a flawless technicality with our unique design, for the most
intense practices.
Thought and tested in the Chamonix mountains, our 2022 collection has
been completely redesigned and developed with a fresh look and new
materials. This kind of products is now manufactured in Europe with more
than 90% recycled materials.
We develop products for practice of sport and sometimes for the most
demanding needs, to improve the level of all kind of skiers and needs of
free skiing. Our collection is divided in 3 main areas:
Off Piste-Big Mountain, where technical skills must also meet a strong
identity, All-Terrain-Piste which combines warmth and performance, and
of course Randonnée which, without compromise, is based on minimalism
and practicalness. That is to say all the technicalities required in mountain
and high mountain with a true and always more uncompromising touch of
style.

We have chosen to work only with very high performance materials, in
particular with Xpore, Graphene, Polartec, Primaloft and Cordura layers.
Black Crows technical garment is simple outside and perfect inside,
with details and functionality, for the intensive and natural movement of
the skier. And for the pleasure
Of technical skiing with style.
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big mountain

«Somehow, a big mountain garment should reassure with its high technicality and reliability,
I often compare this to a friendly armour, but in this case it provides also a touch of elegance.»
Camille Jaccoux

Ora outfits are intended for freeride and off-piste skiing, they reflect the art
of black crows contrast: minimalism, ergonomics and high practicalness,
discretion and a strong identity.

Julien regnier

big mountain — men
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ora xpore
ripstop jacket

ora xpore
ripstop pant
description:

description:

This tail coat parka is based on the iconic style of the Black
Crows technical fabrics. Intended for high mountain and
all terrain, this highly technical jacket is made with our new
ultra waterproof and breathable Xpore layer. This model is
the combination of style, thinness and high performance. Its
exterior sobriety is in contrast with the bright interiors with
multiple chevron waterproofing strips of the year 2022.

Designed to match the iconic ORA Xpore jacket, this ski bib
is made with our new Xpore layer. Freedom of movement and
ergonomics, dedicated to mountain skiing as well as all terrain.
Its exterior sobriety is in contrast with the bright interiors with
multiple chevron waterproofing strips of the year 2022.
Ride on.
the nitty-gritty:

the nitty-gritty:

Trousers with attached Bib and lycra jersey insert on the back
Elastic and adjustable braces
Visible chest pockets closed with water-repellent YKK zips
Zipped hand pockets under flaps
Double entry right thigh pockets:
1 zipped under flap + 1 visible YKK water-repellent zip, left
thigh pocket with visible YKK water-repellent zip
Hidden lycra jersey pockets in thigh pockets
Back thigh openings with double drop-sit function +
ventilation, visible YKK water-repellent zips
Stretch snow gaiters with elastic silicone support band +
adjustable flap
Lower leg reinforcements
RECCO reflector

Front opening with Aquaguard YKK waterproof zip
Attached helmet hood with stand-up collar, 3D hood latch on
the front and back
2 large closed chest pockets with YKK water-repellent zips
and under flap + a security pocket under flap, wipe glasses
Exposed hand pockets closed with YKK water-repellent zips
Skipass pockets at the top of the sleeve closed with YKK
water-repellent zips
Inside pockets: large mesh pocket + zipped napoleon pocket
Zipped underarm ventilation with visible YKK water-repellent
zips
Adjustable cuffs with velcro tabs, lycras sleeves with pushthrough
Removable powder skirt with elastic silicone support band
RECCO reflector

technical specifications:

technical specifications:

outer material: Xpore mechanical stretch ripstop,
46% recycled polyester, 54% PFCfree polyester
WR 30000 / WVP 20000
lining: lycra jersey carvico
80% polyamide, 20% elastane

outer material: Xpore mechanical stretch ripstop,
46% recycled polyester, 54% PFCfree polyester
WR 30000 / WVP 20000
lining: lycra jersey carvico
80% polyamide, 20% elastane

028 gold
the food looks amazing

008 dark blue

028 gold
S

M

L

XL

the food looks amazing

008 dark blue
S

M

ref: 101306

ref: 101307

matière extérieure : Bluesign

matière extérieure : Bluesign

L

XL

big mountain — men
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ora body map
jacket

ora body
map pant
description:

description:

Protective jacket designed in line with the Ora parka style, the
Body Map is the combination of a design purpose and a need
for performance with a unique assembly of two materials: a
ripstop layer and Polartec® Alpha direct insulation.
The best jacket for mountain skiing with an insulation concept
placed on the body but breathable for the most advanced
practices.

Protective pant, the Body Map pant is the combination of a
design purpose and a need for performance with a unique
assembly of two materials: a ripstop layer and Polartec®
Alpha direct insulation.
The best for mountain skiing with an insulation concept placed
on the body but breathable for the most advanced practices.

the nitty-gritty:

the nitty-gritty:

Front opening with Aquaguard YKK waterproof zip
Attached helmet hood with stand-up collar, 3D hood latch on
the front and back
2 large closed chest pockets with YKK water-repellent zips,
wipe glasses
Hand pockets with zips under flap
Visible skipass pocket at the bottom of the sleeve closed with
YKK water-repellent zips
Inside pockets: large mesh pocket + zipped napoleon pocket
Zipped underarm ventilation, zipped under piping
Adjustable cuffs with velcro tabs, lycras sleeves with pushthrough
Removable powder skirt with elastic silicone support band
RECCO reflector

Adjustable waist with Velcro strips and belt loops
Zipped hand pockets under flaps
Zipped thigh pockets under flaps
Ventilation inside the legs with zips under piping
Stretch snow gaiters with elastic silicone support band
Lower leg reinforcements
RECCO reflector
technical specifications:
outer material: Ripstop 2ls,
62% recycled polyester, 38% PFCfree polyester
WR 30000 / WVP 16000
lining: 100% recycled polyester
+ lycra jersey carvico
80% polyamide, 20% elastane
insulation: Polartec Alpha direct 120
63% recycled polyester, 37% polyester
+ Primaloft black eco 40gr,
80% recycled polyester, 20% polyester

technical specifications:

082 burnt orange
why is there a light fridge?

008 dark blue

028 gold

outer material: Ripstop 2ls,
62% recycled polyester, 38% PFCfree polyester
WR 30000 / WVP 16000
lining: 100% recycled polyester
+ lycra jersey carvico
80% polyamide, 20% elastane
insulation: Polartec Alpha direct 120
63% recycled polyester, 37% polyester
+ Primaloft black eco 40gr,
80% recycled polyester, 20% polyester

S

M

L

082 burnt orange
XL

why is there a light fridge ?

008 dark blue

028 gold
S

M

ref produit : 101308

ref: 101309

outer material: Bluesign
lining: Bluesign
insulation: Oeko-tex + bluesign

outer material: Bluesign
lining: Bluesign
insulation: Oeko-tex + bluesign

L

XL

big mountain — men
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ora micro
down jacket

ora polartec
pro jacket
description:

description:

Designed for mountain skiing, this ultra-compact and
lightweight double layer down jacket is made from Japanese
Pertex fabric and RDS duck feather insulation. Ideal insulation
to be worn under a 3-layer jacket. It will come with you
everywhere: randonnée, freeriding, piste, après-ski but also
beyond the mountains. And folded into its inside pocket, it
slips to the bottom of the bag to warm you up at the right time

Comfortable and technical partner for winter skiing, this
Polartec® Thermal Pro® fleece jacket is made of recycled
polyester. A real technical, ergonomic, warm and elegant
garment, to be worn in mountainous or winter environments
the nitty-gritty:
Zipped front opening
2 chest pockets closed with visible zips
Finishings on hems and cuffs with pre-folded lycra bias
binding

the nitty-gritty:
Zipped front opening
Attached helmet hood with stand-up collar
Zipped hand pockets compatible with the harness
Finishings on hems and cuffs with pre-folded elastic bias
binding
Exclusive chevron partition

technical specifications:
outer material: Polartec thermal pro Sherpa knit,
47% recycled polyester, 53% PFCfree polyester
+ Pertex Quantum Air,
100% PFCfree polyamide

technical specifications:
outer material: 87% polyamide, 23% polyamide
lining: 100% recycled polyester
insulation: Duck down 90/10 RDS
750 fill power

028 gold
you don’t understand me

008 dark blue

008 dark blue

082 burnt orange
S

M

L

XL

i am here for you

028 gold
S

M

ref: 101312

ref : 101329

doublure : Bluesign
isolation : RDS certified

outer material: Bluesign + Oeko-tex

L

XL

big mountain — men
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ora body
map jacket

ora body
map pant
description:

description:

Protective jacket designed in line with the Ora parka style, the
Body Map is the combination of a design purpose and a need
for performance with a unique assembly of two materials: a
ripstop layer and Polartec® Alpha direct insulation.
The best jacket for mountain skiing with an insulation concept
placed on the body but breathable for the most advanced
practices.

Protective pant, the Body Map pant is the combination of a
design purpose and a need for performance with a unique
assembly of two materials: a ripstop layer and Polartec®
Alpha direct insulation.
the nitty-gritty:
High waist in removable lycra and adjustable belt with Velcro
strips and belt loops
Zipped hand pockets under flaps
Zipped thigh pockets under flaps
Ventilation inside the legs with zips under piping
Stretch snow gaiters with elastic silicone support band
Lower leg reinforcements
RECCO reflector

the nitty-gritty:
Front opening with Aquaguard YKK waterproof zip
Attached helmet hood with stand-up collar, 3D hood latch on
the front and back
2 large closed chest pockets with YKK water-repellent zips,
wipe glasses
Hand pockets with zips under flap
Visible skipass pocket at the bottom of the sleeve closed with
YKK water-repellent zips
Inside pockets: large mesh pocket + zipped napoleon pocket
Zipped underarm ventilation, zipped under piping
Adjustable cuffs with velcro tabs, lycras sleeves with pushthrough
Removable powder skirt with elastic silicone support band
RECCO reflector

technical specifications:
outer material: Ripstop 2ls,
62% recycled polyester, 38% PFCfree polyester
WR 30000 / WVP 16000
lining: 100% recycled polyester
+ lycra jersey carvico
80% polyamide, 20% elastane
insulation: Polartec Alpha direct 120
63% recycled polyester, 37% polyester
+ Primaloft black eco 40gr,
80% recycled polyester, 20% polyester

technical specifications:

008 dark blue
i need you

028 gold

outer material: Ripstop 2ls,
62% recycled polyester, 38% PFCfree polyester
WR 30000 / WVP 16000
lining: 100% recycled polyester
+ lycra jersey carvico
80% polyamide, 20% elastane
insulation: Polartec Alpha direct 120
63% recycled polyester, 37% polyester
+ Primaloft black eco 40gr,
80% recycled polyester, 20% polyester
XS

S

M

008 dark blue
L

i need you

028 gold
XS

S

ref : 101310

ref: 101311

outer material: Bluesign
lining: Bluesign
insulation: Oeko-tex + bluesign

outer material: Bluesign
lining: Bluesign
insulation: Oeko-tex + bluesig

M

L
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ora micro
down jacket

ora polartec
pro jacket
description:

description:

Designed for mountain skiing, this ultra-compact and
lightweight double layer down jacket is made from Japanese
Pertex fabric and RDS duck feather insulation. Ideal insulation
to be worn under a 3-layer jacket. It will come with you
everywhere: randonnée, freeriding, piste, après-ski but also
beyond the mountains. And folded into its inside pocket, it
slips to the bottom of the bag to warm you up at the right time.

Comfortable and technical partner for winter skiing, this
Polartec® Thermal Pro® fleece jacket is made of recycled
polyester. A real technical, ergonomic, warm and elegant
garment, to be worn in mountainous or winter environments.
the nitty-gritty:
Zipped front opening
2 chest pockets closed with visible zips
Finishings on hems and cuffs with pre-folded lycra bias
binding

the nitty-gritty:
Zipped front opening
Attached helmet hood with stand-up collar
Zipped hand pockets compatible with the harness
Finishings on hems and cuffs with pre-folded
elastic bias binding
Exclusive chevron partition

technical specifications:
outer material: Polartec thermal pro Sherpa knit,
47% recycled polyester, 53% PFCfree polyester
+ Pertex Quantum Air,
100% PFCfree polyamide

technical specifications:
outer material: 87% polyamide, 23% polyamide
lining: 100% recycled polyester
insulation: Duck down 90/10 RDS
750 fill power

028 gold
you don’t understand me

008 dark blue

032 off white
XS

S

ref: 101313

lining: Bluesign
insulation: RDS certified

M

L

I am here for you

008 dark blue
XS

S

ref: 100331

outer material: Bluesign + Oeko-tex

M

L
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mountain touring
The Freebird is intended for mountain skiing and randonnée, it takes
its identity from functionality as slogan and a true minimalism as
direction, in order to meet the ultra-specific needs of these practices.
It is to go far lightly.

«The Freebird range was designed for those who spend winters in the high mountains and those
with skis who want to see further, on the other side. Products that we must be able to count on
and without trivialities...»
Bruno Compagnet
«Wool as a first layer for skiing is still so comfortable and effective, it dries quickly and we stay at
a good temperature, and personally the long-sleeved T-shirt, I wear it to go out in a dark night.
Camille jaccoux

Julien regnier

mountain touring — unisex
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freebird graphene
cor jacket

freebird graphene
cor pant
description:

description:

The Freebird Graphene is a UFO from a technical point of
view. Developed for touring and adventure, but also for
all mountain practices. This reversible COR jacket with a
minimalist design, and its high performance material with its
Graphene layer, takes up the Black crows codes. It is black,
very light, for going far, and unique.

The Freebird Graphene Pant is a UFO from a technical point
of view, developed for touring and adventure. This pant with
a minimalist design, and its high performance material with its
Graphene layer, takes up the Black crows codes. It is black,
very light, for going far, and unique.
the nitty-gritty:

the nitty-gritty:
Adjustable waist with Velcro tabs and belt loops
Left thigh pockets with Aquaguard YKK reflective waterproof
zips
Mesh thigh pocket on the right leg side
Hidden pockets in lycra jersey in right thigh pocket
Thigh vents on the back + lower leg opening, YKK reflective
Aquaguard waterproof zips
Stretch snow gaiters with elastic silicone support band +
adjustable flap
Lower leg reinforcements

Front opening with Aquaguard YKK reflective waterproof zip
Attached helmet hood with stand-up collar, adjustable on the
back in one point
External side part:
1 large closed chest pocket with YKK reflective Aquaguard
waterproof zip + a security pocket under flap, wipe glasses
Skipass pockets at the bottom of the sleeve closed with YKK
reflective Aquaguard waterproof zip
Inner side part:
2 zipped pockets with waterproof YKK reflective Aquaguard
zips + 1 large lycra mesh pocket
Zipped underarm ventilation with visible YKK water-repellent
zips
Cuffs adjusted by hidden elastic
Hem adjustable in one point with elastic drawstring

technical specifications:
outer material: Graphene stretch,
84% polyamide, 13% elastane
+ lycra carvico mesh
80% polyamide, 20% elastane

technical specifications:
outer material: Graphene stretch,
84% polyamide, 13% elastane
+ lycra carvico mesh
80% polyamide, 20% elastane

002 black
can I touch your hair

002 black
XS
ref: 101295

S

M

L

XL

nice pants

XS
ref: 101296

S

M

L

XL

mountain touring — unisex
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freebird graphene
s light jacket

freebird expe
down jacket
description:

description:

A UFO from a technical point of view, ultra-light and minimal,
with our Graphene material, this jacket is thought for all
mountain and outdoor sports at very high intensity.
For skiing the whole year, with a minimalist design, and its
high performance material and its Graphene layer, it takes up
the Black crows codes. It’s black, very light, it can stay in your
bag for the entire year, it’s unique.

The Freebird expedition down jacket can be worn over
technical jackets, for adventure skiing and adventure in
general. This is our warmest jacket, constructed with a very
light and comfortable Pertex Quantum Eco material, it is
89% recycled material and a 100% recycled polyester lining.
Designed to face the very cold in the mountains or on an
expedition, you can even sleep in it for those who has this
desire. Welcome to the wild.

the nitty-gritty:
the nitty-gritty:
Front opening with Aquaguard YKK reflective waterproof zip
Attached hood, adjustable on the back in one point
Chest pocket with Aquaguard YKK reflective waterproof zip,
storage bag
Skipass pocket at the bottom of the sleeve with Aquaguard
YKK reflective waterproof zip
Minimalist finishings with lycra around the hood and on the
hem

Front opening with YKK water-repellent zip
Attached helmet hood with stand-up collar, adjustable in one
point on the back
2 large closed high pockets with YKK water-repellent zips
2 large internal lycra mesh pockets + zipped napoleon pocket
Fitted cuffs with flat elastic
Adjustable hem in one point

technical specifications:

technical specifications:

outer material: Ultra light Graphene, 100% polyamide

outer material: Pertex Quantum shiny mini ripstop,
89% recycled polyamide, 11% polyamide
+ Mini ripstop reinforcements, 100% recycled polyester
lining: 100% recycled polyester
insulation: Duck down 90/10 RDS
750 fill power

002 black
not suitable for flying

002 black
XS
ref: 100301

S

M

L

XL

this is not a sauna

031 dark green
XS

S

ref: 101303

outer material: Bluesign
lining: Bluesign
insulation: RDS certified

M

L

XL

mountain touring — men
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freebird xpore
jacket

freebird xpore
pant
description:

description:

Developed for mountain and adventure skiing, this jacket
meets the requirements of touring. Minimal design and high
performance Xpore material in waterproofing and breathability,
it is the Black Crows product for the most demanding
climbs. The Freebird Xpore is the perfect balance between
lightness, comfort and durability, with simple outer layer in
contrast with the Freebird inner yellow, crossed by multiple
chevron waterproofing strips, it will satisfy lovers of beautiful
views looking for an ultra-technical suit with a Black Crows
aesthetic.

Developed for mountain and adventure skiing, this pant
meets the requirements of touring. Minimal design and high
performance Xpore material in waterproofing and breathability,
it is the Black Crows product for the most demanding
climbs. The Freebird Xpore is the perfect balance between
lightness, comfort and durability, with simple outer layer in
contrast with the Freebird inner yellow, crossed by multiple
chevron waterproofing strips, it will satisfy lovers of beautiful
views looking for an ultra-technical suit with a Black Crows
aesthetic.

the nitty-gritty:

the nitty-gritty:

Front opening with Aquaguard YKK waterproof zip
Attached helmet hood with stand-up collar, adjustable on the
back in one point
2 large closed chest pockets with YKK water-repellent zips + a
security pocket under flap, wipe glasses
Skipass pockets at the bottom of the sleeve closed with a
YKK water-repellent zip
Inside pockets: large mesh lycra pockets
Zipped front vents with visible YKK water-repellent zips
Cuffs adjusted by hidden elastic
Hem with elastic silicone support band

Adjustable waist with Velcro tabs and belt loops
Thigh pockets with visible YKK water-repellent zips
Hidden lycra jersey pockets in right thigh pocket
Complete openings on the side of the legs with triple function:
drop-sit + ventilation + opening at the bottom of the legs,
visible YKK water-repellent zips
Stretch snow gaiters with elastic silicone support band +
adjustable flap
Lower leg reinforcements

technical specifications:

outer material: Xpore mechanical stretch,
58% recycled polyester, 42% PFCfree polyester
WR 25000 / WVP 16000
lining: lycra carvico mesh
80% polyamide, 20% elastane

technical specifications:

outer material: Xpore mechanical stretch,
58% recycled polyester, 42% PFCfree polyester
WR 25000 / WVP 16000
lining: lycra carvico mesh
80% polyamide, 20% elastane

031 dark green
let me take you higher

066 dark beige

002 black

031 dark green
S

M

L

XL

let me take you higher

066 dark beige

002 black
S

M

ref: 101297

ref : 101298

outer material: Bluesign
lining: Oeko-tex

outer material : Bluesign

L

XL

mountain touring — men
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freebird alpha
hybrid jacket

freebird wool
cordura jacket
description:

description:

A key element in mountain skiing, this hybrid jacket can be
worn as an intermediate or outer layer, it can be seen as good
insulation for touring. Composed of Pertex Quatum air and a
Pontetorto wool/cordura mesh to combine warmth, lightness,
comfort and high breathability.
As true item of our brand, we wanted to bring a touch of style
with its Freebird inner yellow in this ultra-functional technical
item. On the way.

Ultra light fleece jacket made for the most intense climbs and
touring in general. The Wool Freebird is made of a Pontetorto
wool/cordura knit, it combines comfort, warmth, thermoregulation and lightness. It is the comfort of wool with a
technical skill that reaches another dimension.
the nitty-gritty:
Zipped front opening
Stand-up collar
Chest pocket with all-over print by Yorgo
Finishings on hems and cuffs with pre-folded lycra bias
binding

the nitty-gritty:
Zipped front opening
Polartec Alpha direct double hood
High hand pockets compatible with wearing a harness
Front and shoulder Polartec Alpha breathable insulation, sides
and back in cordura wool mesh
Finishings on hems and cuffs with pre-folded lycra bias
binding

technical specifications:
outer material: Pertex Quantum Air,100% PFCfree polyamide
+ Cordura tecnowool knit, 75% polyamide cordura, 17%
merino wool, 8% elastane

technical specifications:
outer material: Pertex Quantum Air,
100% PFCfree polyamide
+ Cordura tecnowool knit,
75% polyamide cordura, 17% merino wool, 8% elastane
insulation: Polartec Alpha direct 120
63% recycled polyester, 37% polyester

002 black
it is so warm here no?

031 dark green

092 burnt orange

031 dark green
S

M

ref: 101304

matière extérieure : Bluesign

L

XL

take me

092 burnt orange

002 black

008 dark blue
S
ref: 101322

M

L

XL

mountain touring — women
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freebird xpore
jacket

freebird xpore
pant
description:

description:

Developed for mountain and adventure skiing, this jacket
meets the requirements of touring. Minimal design and high
performance Xpore material in waterproofing and breathability,
it is the Black Crows product for the most demanding
climbs. The Freebird Xpore is the perfect balance between
lightness, comfort and durability, with simple outer layer in
contrast with the Freebird inner yellow, crossed by multiple
chevron waterproofing strips, it will satisfy lovers of beautiful
views looking for an ultra-technical suit with a Black Crows
aesthetic.

Developed for mountain and adventure skiing, this jacket
meets the requirements of touring. Minimal design and high
performance Xpore material in waterproofing and breathability,
it is the Black Crows product for the most demanding
climbs. The Freebird Xpore is the perfect balance between
lightness, comfort and durability, with simple outer layer in
contrast with the Freebird inner yellow, crossed by multiple
chevron waterproofing strips, it will satisfy lovers of beautiful
views looking for an ultra-technical suit with a Black Crows
aesthetic.

the nitty-gritty:

the nitty-gritty:

Front opening with Aquaguard YKK waterproof zip
Attached helmet hood with stand-up collar, adjustable on the
back in one point
2 large closed chest pockets with YKK water-repellent zips + a
security pocket under flap, wipe glasses
Skipass pockets at the bottom of the sleeve closed with a
YKK water-repellent zip
Inside pockets: large mesh lycra pockets
Zipped front vents with visible YKK water-repellent zips
Cuffs adjusted by hidden elastic
Hem with elastic silicone support band

Adjustable waist with Velcro tabs and belt loops
Thigh pockets with visible YKK water-repellent zips
Hidden lycra jersey pockets in right thigh pocket
Complete openings on the side of the legs with triple function:
drop-sit + ventilation + opening at the bottom of the legs,
visible YKK water-repellent zips
Stretch snow gaiters with elastic silicone support band +
adjustable flap
Lower leg reinforcements

technical specifications:

outer material: Xpore mechanical stretch,
58% recycled polyester, 42% PFCfree polyester
WR 25000 / WVP 16000
lining: lycra carvico mesh
80% polyamide, 20% elastane

technical specifications:

outer material: Xpore mechanical stretch,
58% recycled polyester, 42% PFCfree polyester
WR 25000 / WVP 16000
lining: lycra carvico mesh
80% polyamide, 20% elastane

095 old rose
sorry I’ve got a video conference

095 old rose

031 dark green
XS

S

M

L

sorry I’ve got a video conference

031 dark green
XS

S

ref: 100299

ref: 101300

outer material: Bluesign
lining: Oeko-tex

outer material: Bluesign
lining: Oeko-tex

M

L
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freebird alpha
hybrid jacket

freebird wool
cordura jacket
description:

description:

A key element in mountain skiing, this hybrid jacket can be
worn as an intermediate or outer layer, it can be seen as good
insulation for touring. Composed of Pertex Quatum air and a
Pontetorto wool/cordura mesh to combine warmth, lightness,
comfort and high breathability.
As true item of our brand, we wanted to bring a touch of style
with its Freebird inner yellow in this ultra-functional technical
item. On the way.

Ultra light fleece jacket made for the most intense climbs and
touring in general. The Wool Freebird is made of a Pontetorto
wool/cordura knit, it combines comfort, warmth, thermoregulation and lightness. It is the comfort of wool with a
technical skill that reaches another dimension.
the nitty-gritty:
Zipped front opening
Stand-up collar
Chest pocket with all-over print by Yorgo
Finishings on hems and cuffs with pre-folded lycra bias
binding

the nitty-gritty:
Zipped front opening
Polartec Alpha direct double hood
High hand pockets compatible with wearing a harness
Front and shoulder Polartec Alpha breathable insulation, sides
and back in cordura wool mesh
Finishings on hems and cuffs with pre-folded lycra bias
binding

technical specifications:
outer material: Pertex Quantum Air,100% PFCfree polyamide
+ Cordura tecnowool knit, 75% polyamide cordura, 17%
merino wool, 8% elastane

technical specifications:
outer material: Pertex Quantum Air,
100% PFCfree polyamide
+ Cordura tecnowool knit,
75% polyamide cordura, 17% merino wool, 8% elastane
insulation: Polartec Alpha direct 120
63% recycled polyester, 37% polyester

031 dark green
it is so warm here no?

095 old rose

008 dark blue
XS

S

M

L

take me

095 old rose

031 dark green
XS

S

ref : 101305

ref: 101323

insulation: Oeko-tex + bluesign

insulation: Oeko-tex + bluesign

M

L
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black merino
long sleeve bc tee

black merino
long sleeve chevron tee

005 black/ yellow
it used to be harder

039 black/ white

008 dark blue

description:

description:

Long-sleeved T-shirt in 100% merino wool, a true partner for
big mountain or for all terrain. Product thought for the Black
Crows skier, with its recognizable logo.

Long-sleeved T-shirt in 100% merino wool, a true partner for
big mountain or for all terrain. Product thought for the Black
Crows skier, with its recognizable logo.

the nitty-gritty:

the nitty-gritty:

Round neck
Long sleeves
Black crows chevron logo print

Round neck
Long sleeves
Black crows pattern logo print

technical specifications:

technical specifications:

outer material: Black merino wool,
100% merino wool, 160 gr

outer material: Black merino wool,
100% merino wool, 160 gr

039 black/ white

040 olive green
S
ref: 101324

M

L

XL

it used to be harder

005 black/ yellow

008 dark blue
S

ref: 101347

M

L

XL
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black merino
long sleeve line tee

black merino
short sleeve chevron tee
description:

description:

Long-sleeved T-shirt in 100% merino wool, a true partner for
big mountain or for all terrain. Product thought for the Black
Crows skier, with its recognizable logo.

Short-sleeved T-shirt in 100% merino wool, a true partner for
big mountain or for all terrain. Product thought for the Black
Crows skier, with its recognizable logo.

the nitty-gritty:

the nitty-gritty:

Round neck
Long sleeves
Black crows line logo print

Round neck
Short sleeves
Black crows chevron logo print

technical specifications:

technical specifications:

outer material: Black merino wool,
100% merino wool, 160 gr

005 black/ yellow
Is this style dropped?

039 black/ white

outer material: Black merino wool,
100% merino wool , 160 gr

029 gold

040 olive green
S

M

L

XL

it used to be harder

ref: 101349

008 dark blue

005 black/ yellow

040 olive green
S

ref: 101325
005 black/ yellow

M

L

XL
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black merino
short sleeve bc tee

008 dark blue

005 black/ yellow

it used to be harder

028 gold

black merino
short sleeve line tee
description:

description:

Short-sleeved T-shirt in 100% merino wool, a true partner for
big mountain or for all terrain. Product thought for the Black
Crows skier, with its recognizable logo.

Short-sleeved T-shirt in 100% merino wool, a true partner for
big mountain or for all terrain. Product thought for the Black
Crows skier, with its recognizable logo.

the nitty-gritty:

the nitty-gritty:

Round neck
Short sleeves
Black crows pattern logo print

Round neck
Short sleeves
Black crows line logo print

technical specifications:

technical specifications:

outer material: Black merino wool,
100% merino wool, 160 gr

outer material: Black merino wool,
100% merino wool, 160 gr

040 olive green

040 olive green
S
ref: 101345

M

L

XL

it used to be harder

008 dark blue

028 gold

039 black/ white
S

ref: 101346

M

L

XL
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black merino
long sleeve chevron tee

black merino
long sleeve line tee

description:

description:

Long-sleeved T-shirt in 100% merino wool, a true partner for
big mountain or for all terrain. Product thought for the Black
Crows skier, with its recognizable logo.

Long-sleeved T-shirt in 100% merino wool, a true partner for
big mountain or for all terrain. Product thought for the Black
Crows skier, with its recognizable logo.
the nitty-gritty:
Round neck
Long sleeves
Black crows line logo print

the nitty-gritty:
Round neck
Long sleeves
Black crows chevron logo print

technical specifications:
outer material: Black merino wool,
100% merino wool, 160 gr

technical specifications:
outer material: Black merino wool,
100% merino wool, 160 gr

002 black
it used to be harder

093 deep burgundy

093 deep burgundy

032 off white
XS
ref: 101326

S

M

L

it used to be harder

002 black

032 off white
XS

ref : 101349

S

M

L
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black merino
short sleeve chevron tee
description:
Short-sleeved T-shirt in 100% merino wool, a true partner for
big mountain or for all terrain. Product thought for the Black
Crows skier, with its recognizable logo.
the nitty-gritty:
Round neck
Short sleeves with reverse sides
Black crows chevron logo print
technical specifications:
outer material: Black merino wool,
100% merino wool, 160 gr

031 dark green
it used to be harder

095 old rose

038 black/ pink
XS
ref: 101327

S

M

L

44

all terrain
The Ferus and Sorbus outfits are dedicated to all terrain, freeride and resort.
Technical, insulating and innovative, they offer all the high-end functions
dedicated to these practices and a refined style that suits all situations in the
resort.

« An All Terrain product should work in every environment, for effort and movement, but with a
touch of warmth, comfort and, of course, a bit of vanity. We want the skiers, wherever they are
and whatever they are doing, to have a good figure, the skier must look good... »
Camille Jaccoux

Julien regnier

all terrain — men
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sorbus bi-stretch
jacket

sorbus bi-stretch
pant
description:

description:

Ski jacket with high-end insulation, the Sorbus Bi-Strech has
an innovative Four-way stretch fabric. With its regular adjusted
fit, it is dedicated to resort and all terrain, with a unique identity
in the black crows range. It is ergonomic and has a stretch
insert on the inner lining, for even more mobility and comfort in
movement. At full speed.

Pant with high-end insulation, the Sorbus Bi-Strech has an
innovative Four-way stretch fabric. With its regular adjusted fit,
it is dedicated to resort and all terrain, a unique identity in the
black crows range. Ergonomic and with a stretch insert on the
inner lining, for even more mobility and comfort in movement.
At full speed.

the nitty-gritty:

the nitty-gritty:

Front opening with Aquaguard YKK waterproof zip
Hood with adjustable neck, and on the back in one point
Closed chest pockets with YKK water-repellent zips, wipe
glasses
Hand pockets under flaps
Skipass pocket at the bottom of the sleeve closed with YKK
water-repellent zip
Inside pockets: large mesh pocket + zipped napoleon pocket
Zipped underarm ventilation, zipped under piping
Adjustable cuffs with velcro tabs, lycras sleeves with pushthrough
Removable powder skirt with elastic silicone support band
RECCO reflector

Adjustable waist with Velcro strips and belt loops
Zipped hand pockets under flaps with YKK water-repellent
zips
Visible thigh pockets with YKK water-repellent zips
Ventilation inside the legs with zips under piping
Stretch snow gaiters with elastic silicone support band
Lower leg reinforcements
RECCO reflector
technical specifications:
outer material: Bi-stretch twill 38% recycled nylon, 47%
nylon, 15% spandex
WR 30000 / WVP 25000
lining: 100% recycled polyester
+ lycra jersey carvico 80% polyamide, 20% elastane
insulation: Primaloft silver 40gr
100% polyester

technical specifications:
outer material: Bi-stretch twill,
38% recycled nylon, 47% nylon, 15% spandex
WR 30000 / WVP 25000
lining: 100% recycled polyester
+ lycra jersey carvico 80% polyamide, 20% elastane
insulation: Primaloft silver 170gr + Primaloft silver 60gr
100% polyester

032 off white
you’re not coming in

002 black

094 acid lime

032 off white
S

M

L

XL

you’re not coming in

002 black

094 acid lime
S

M

ref produit : 101314

ref produit : 101315

outer material: Bluesign
lining: Bluesign + Oeko-tex

outer material: Bluesign
lining: Bluesign + Oeko-tex

L

XL
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ferus mechanical
jacket

ferus mechanical
pant
description:

description:

Non-insulated ski jacket for all terrain active skiing.
The Ferus is constructed with an inner lining combined with
a mechanical stretch fabric, which provides perfect comfort
in movement. Ergonomic and with a comfortable fit, and
a slightly long cut inspired by big mountain figures. It’s a
comfortable but dynamic skiing, with a clear touch of style.

Non-insulated ski pant for all terrain active skiing.
The Ferus is constructed with an inner lining combined with
a mechanical stretch fabric, which provides perfect comfort
in movement. Ergonomic and with a slightly comfortable
cut inspired by big mountain figures. It’s a comfortable but
dynamic skiing, with a clear touch of style.

the nitty-gritty:

the nitty-gritty:

Front opening with Aquaguard YKK waterproof zip
Attached helmet hood with false collar, 3D hood latch on the
front and back
Closed chest pocket with YKK water-repellent zip, wipe
glasses
Hand pockets with zips under flap
Skipass pocket at the bottom of the sleeve closed with YKK
water-repellent zip
Inside pockets: large mesh pocket + zipped napoleon pocket
Zipped underarm ventilation, zipped under piping
Adjustable cuffs with velcro tabs, lycras sleeves with pushthrough
Removable powder skirt with elastic silicone support band
RECCO reflector

Adjustable waist with Velcro strips and belt loops
Visible zipped hand pockets with water-repellent YKK zips
Zipped thigh pocket under flap
Ventilation inside the legs with zips under piping
Stretch snow gaiters with elastic silicone support band
Lower leg reinforcements
RECCO reflector
technical specifications:
outer material: Plain mechanical stretch
55% Polyester, 45% Repreve
WR 20000 / WVP 15000
lining: 100% recycled polyester
+ lycra jersey carvico 80% polyamide, 20% elastane

technical specifications:
outer material: Plain mechanical stretch
55% Polyester, 45% Repreve
WR 20000 / WVP 15000
lining: 100% recycled polyester
+ lycra jersey carvico 80% polyamide, 20% elastane

032 off white
your name’s not down

002 black

093 deep
burgundy

040 olive green

032 off white
S

M

L

XL

your name’s not down

002 black

093 deep
burgundy

040 olive green
S

M

ref produit : 101316

ref produit : 101317

outer material: Bluesign
lining: Bluesign + Oeko-tex

outer material: Bluesign
lining: Bluesign + Oeko-tex

L

XL
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ferus tech wool
hoodie
description :
Technical jacket in polyester merino wool, it is a warm and
comfortable piece for intense practices and also for being
worn all winter. Its material brings warmth, thermoregulation
and comfort, while its chevron print hovers over it.
the nitty-gritty:
Front opening with YKK vislon zip
Integral protective hood
Visible hand pockets closed with inverted YKK zips and Deco
Sealon bands
Shoulder insert with Yorgo signature print
Adjustable on cuffs and hems with elastic Y Black crows
technical specifications:
outer material: Tecnowool knit
77% polyester, 23% merino wool
+ Pertex Quantum Air,
100% PFCfree polyamide

002 black
your name’s not down

040 olive green
S
ref produit : 101332

M

L

XL
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sorbus bi-stretch
jacket

sorbus bi-stretch
pant
description:

description:

Ski jacket with high-end insulation, the Sorbus Bi-Strech has
an innovative Four-way stretch fabric. With its regular adjusted
fit, it is dedicated to resort and all terrain, with a unique identity
in the black crows range. It is ergonomic and has a stretch
insert on the inner lining, for even more mobility and comfort in
movement. At full speed.

Pant with high-end insulation, the Sorbus Bi-Strech has an
innovative Four-way stretch fabric. With its regular adjusted fit,
it is dedicated to resort and all terrain, a unique identity in the
black crows range. Ergonomic and with a stretch insert on the
inner lining, for even more mobility and comfort in movement.
At full speed.

the nitty-gritty:

the nitty-gritty:

Front opening with Aquaguard YKK waterproof zip
Attached helmet hood, 3D hood latch on the front and back
Closed chest pockets with YKK water-repellent zips, wipe
glasses
Hand pockets with zips under flap
Skipass pocket at the bottom of the sleeve closed with YKK
water-repellent zip
Side openings with YKK water-repellent zips
Zipped underarm ventilation, zipped under piping
Adjustable cuffs with velcro tabs, lycras sleeves with pushthrough
Removable powder skirt with elastic silicone support band
Inside pockets: large mesh pocket + zipped napoleon pocket
RECCO reflector

High waist in removable lycras and adjustable belt with Velcro
strips and belt loops
Hand pockets under flaps closed with YKK water-repellent
zips
Visible thigh pockets with YKK water-repellent zips
Ventilation inside the legs with zips under piping
Stretch snow gaiters with elastic silicone support band
Lower leg reinforcements
RECCO reflector
technical specifications:
outer material: Bi-stretch twill 38% recycled nylon, 47%
nylon, 15% spandex
WR 30000 / WVP 25000
lining: 100% recycled polyester
+ lycra jersey carvico 80% polyamide, 20% elastane
insulation: Primaloft silver 40gr
100% polyester

technical specifications:
outer material: Bi-stretch twill 38% recycled nylon, 47%
nylon, 15% spandex
WR 30000 / WVP 25000
lining: 100% recycled polyester
+ lycra jersey carvico 80% polyamide, 20% elastane
insulation: Primaloft silver 170gr + Primaloft silver 60gr
100% polyester

032 off white
i am on the guest list

002 black

032 off white
XS

S

M

L

i am on the guest list

002 black
XS

S

ref produit : 101318

ref produit : 101319

matière extérieure : Bluesign
doublure : Oeko-tex + bluesign

outer material: Bluesign
lining: Bluesign + Oeko-tex

M

L
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ferus mechanical
jacket

ferus mechanical
bib pant
description:

description:

Slightly insulated ski jacket for all terrain active skiing.
The Ferus is constructed with an inner lining combined with
a mechanical stretch fabric, which provides perfect comfort
in movement. Ergonomic and with a comfortable fit, and
a slightly long cut inspired by big mountain figures. It’s a
comfortable but dynamic skiing, with a clear touch of style.

Slightly insulated ski bib for all terrain active skiing
The Ferus is constructed with an inner lining combined with
a mechanical stretch fabric, which provides perfect comfort
in movement. Ergonomic and with a slightly comfortable
cut inspired by big mountain figures. It’s a comfortable but
dynamic skiing, with a clear touch of style.

the nitty-gritty:

the nitty-gritty:

Front opening with Aquaguard YKK waterproof zip
Attached helmet hood, 3D hood latch on the front and back
Closed chest pockets with YKK water-repellent zips, wipe
glasses
Visible hand pockets closed with YKK water-repellent zips
Skipass pocket at the bottom of the sleeve closed with YKK
water-repellent zip
Inside pockets: large mesh pocket + zipped napoleon pocket
Zipped underarm ventilation, zipped under piping
Adjustable cuffs with velcro tabs, lycras sleeves with pushthrough
Removable powder skirt with elastic silicone support band
RECCO reflector

High waist ski bib with lycra insert on the sides and adjustable
braces
Visible zipped hand pockets with water-repellent YKK zips
Ventilation inside the legs with zips under piping
Stretch snow gaiters with elastic silicone support band
Lower leg reinforcements
RECCO reflector
outer material: Plain mechanical stretch
55% Polyester, 45% Repreve
WR 20000 / WVP 15000
lining: 100% recycled polyester
+ lycra jersey carvico 80% polyamide, 20% elastane
insulation: Primaloft Black eco
80% recycled polyester, 20% polyester

technical specifications:
outer material: Plain mechanical stretch
55% Polyester, 45% Repreve
WR 20000 / WVP 15000
lining: 100% recycled polyester
+ lycra jersey carvico 80% polyamide, 20% elastane
insulation: Primaloft Black eco
80% recycled polyester, 20% polyester

093 deep burgundy
don’t be shy with me

002 black

093 deep burgundy

032 off white
XS

S

M

L

don’t be shy with me

002 black

032 off white
XS

S

ref produit : 101320

ref produit : 101321

outer material: Bluesign
lining: Bluesign + Oeko-tex

outer material: Bluesign
lining: Bluesign + Oeko-tex

M

L

contact
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blackcrows

cab 5-4 sas / black crows :
125 chemin des tissourds
74400 chamonix mont-blanc
France
tel. +33 (0)4 50 90 21 93
email. info@black-crows.com

black-crows.com

designé par :
Yorgo&Co

